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Analysis of annual rings in the secondary root xylem is a relatively new approach to gain a posteriori insight
into individual and population life history of perennial dicotyledonous herbs (herb-chronology). Until now,
herb-chronology has involved manual analysis, which is limited by low reproducibility and comparability and
which requires considerable time and expertise from the researcher. We have therefore developed an automated
image analysis system (Root Xylem Analysis System [ROXAS]) to improve the standardization and efficiency
of conventional herb-chronological analysis. Digital images of stained root cross sections are used by ROXAS
to automatically extract xylem vessels according to morphometric criteria. Annual rings are detected by
pattern algorithms that analyze the local anatomical context of each vessel. Besides growth parameters, such as
annual ring width and area, parameters related to functional root anatomy, such as vessel area or vessel
density, are automatically calculated. We evaluated the results produced by ROXAS, using six individuals from
each of five perennial plant species representing a variety of taxonomic groups and anatomical root patterns.
All species were conducive to automated analysis, which was six times faster than the manual method. Overall,
95% of all annual rings and 98% of all vessels were correctly identified. Accuracy of automated ring width
measurements tended to be slightly higher than that of manual analysis, ranging from 2.1% to 5.3% deviation
from reference data for all species. Further anatomical parameters, such as vessel area or vessel density, varied
substantially between species, indicating anatomical adaptations of these perennial forbs to the constraints of
their specific habitats. Automated herb-chronology using ROXAS may therefore prove to be useful for efficient
and reproducible analysis of annual growth increments in the roots of forbs and for investigations into their
functional root anatomy.

Keywords: annual rings, annual ring width, automated image analysis, forbs, herb-chronology, pattern
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Introduction

The growth and life history of perennial forbs often ex-
tends over a much longer period of time than those of an-
nuals. Therefore, it is important to know the long-term
developmental trajectories of perennial plants (individuals
and populations) to understand their biology and ecology in
the environmental context (Harper 1977; Roach 2003). The
analysis of annual rings in the secondary root xylem is
a rather new approach to gaining a posteriori insight into
the life history of individuals and populations of perennial
dicotyledonous herbs (herb-chronology; Humulum 1981;
Boggs and Story 1987; Dietz and Ullmann 1997; Dietz and
Fattorini 2002; Dietz and Schweingruber 2002).
The anatomical bases of discernible annual rings in the sec-

ondary root xylem of forbs are the formation of earlywood
vessels with wide lumina in spring and the development of
latewood vessels with narrower lumina in late summer and
autumn (Werner 1978; Boggs and Story 1987; Dietz and
Ullmann 1997). In woody plants, a comparable anatomical
pattern is termed, depending on its distinctness, ring- or semi-
ring-porous anatomy (Carlquist 2001). In a few forb species,

variation in vessel size is not very pronounced, but there is
often a decrease in vessel density from earlywood to late-
wood (diffuse porous pattern) that helps to identify annual
rings (Carlquist 2001).
Annual rings in forbs can be used not only for age determi-

nation but also for evaluation of plant growth patterns by
analysis of the variation in annual ring width. Recent studies
have demonstrated that variations in annual ring width cor-
relate with variations in environmental growth conditions
(e.g., temperature, light, competition; Dietz and Ullmann
1998; Dietz and Fattorini 2002; Dietz et al. 2004; Dietz and
von Arx 2005).
Until now, annual rings in the roots of perennial forbs

have been analyzed manually using digital images of root
cross sections. Plant age, the most basic information pre-
served in annual rings, has been determined by counting an-
nual rings along a given radius. In this straightforward
approach, problems have arisen if ring demarcation has not
been clear on the chosen radius. In such instances, tangential
cross-comparisons with other radii may have helped. Ring
width has been determined manually on three representative
radii using linear measurement tools in appropriate technical
drawing or image analysis software (Dietz and Fattorini
2002; Dietz and von Arx 2004, 2005; Dietz et al. 2004).
Means of the three measurements have been used as the
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width of the respective rings (Dietz and Fattorini 2002; Dietz
et al. 2004). If radial growth is asymmetric around the root,
this approach may lead to large errors in the estimation of
ring width and inconsistencies between different observers
(Soille and Misson 2001).
Automation of herb-chronological procedure may reduce

the limitations of manual analysis by rendering the analysis
more accurate and objective and improving comparability
among researchers working on the same taxonomic group.
Automation may also help to make the use of herb-chronology
more efficient and provide training and increased accessibil-
ity for inexperienced users. Hence, automation may facilitate
a more widespread use of herb-chronology. In addition, au-
tomation can enhance the potential of herb-chronology by
expanding the set of measurable parameters to those related
to functional root anatomy.
Several image analysis software packages are available for

studying annual rings in woody plants (dendrochronology).
To our knowledge, all these packages use wood density or
light intensity variations to identify annual rings (Grissino-
Mayer 1996; Grissino-Mayer and Fritts 1997; Conner et al.
2000; Soille and Misson 2001). These two parameters gener-
ally do not apply to roots of perennial forbs, since many
forbs show lignification only in the cell walls of the vessels
and fluctuating light intensities often represent only irregu-
larly occurring rings of lignified parenchyma cells (Rabotnov
1960; Werner 1978). Thus, identification of annual rings
in perennial forbs is best based on vessel size and distribu-
tion patterns of vessels in the secondary xylem (Dietz and
Ullmann 1997; Dietz and Schweingruber 2002).
Here we present the vessel-based automated analysis sys-

tem ROXAS (Root Xylem Analysis System). We have de-
signed ROXAS to detect xylem vessels automatically, identify
and measure annual rings, determine plant age, and provide
additional anatomical parameters, such as vessel density or
vessel size, in root cross sections of perennial forbs. This arti-
cle describes the conceptual framework and functioning of
ROXAS and evaluates its accuracy in vessel extraction, iden-
tification of annual rings, and annual ring width measure-
ment. Therefore, five perennial forb species from four
different families of the temperate climate zone were ana-
lyzed. We also outline the more general potential of provid-

ing vessel-based anatomical parameters for investigations
into the functional ecology of perennial forbs.

Material and Methods

Data Collection

Root sampling and processing. Five species of perennial
forbs were selected for analysis by ROXAS. Species were se-
lected to represent a variety of taxonomic groups and ana-
tomical root patterns (table 1; fig. 1). In addition, the plants
were sampled across a wide altitudinal gradient. All plants
grew in open, unshaded herbaceous vegetation in mesic habi-
tats. For each species, 10–30 well-established individuals
were randomly selected. For the plants sampled from a com-
mon garden experiment (table 1), the oldest available plants
(4 yr old) were selected.
The roots of the plants were carefully excavated and cut

near the proximal end (root collar) to avoid missing annual
rings (Dietz and Fattorini 2002). Using a sledge microtome,
thin cross sections (20–35 mm) were produced. The cross sec-
tions of the roots were stained with Phloroglucinol/HCl
(causing reddish coloration of the cell walls of vessels and lig-
nified parenchyma cells) and examined under a dissecting mi-
croscope (Leica MZ 8). Cross sections were photographed
through the receptacle tube of the microscope using a digital
camera (Nikon CoolPix 990, resolution 20483 1536 pixels). A
copper wire (diameter 50 mm) was placed at the side of each
cross section as a scale reference.
Data processing and determination of annual ring

width. For each species, three plants with representative
anatomies were used for initial calibration of ROXAS (see
below), and six different, randomly chosen plants were used
for evaluation. From each cross section, the largest coherent
sector of the secondary xylem available in the digital image
was used for analysis (fig. 2a). Sector size ranged from 80� to
130�. Three different analysis methods were applied to each
cross section: (i) manual measurements of annual ring widths
with the line tool of Media Cybernetics Image-Pro Plus along
three representative radii—means of the three measurements
were used as the respective annual ring widths (hereafter
termed ‘‘manual analysis’’); (ii) manually tracing the outline

Table 1

Characterization of the Sampling Sites and Anatomical Patterns in the Study Species

Species Family Site, habitat Altitude (m a.s.l.) Location Zonal patterna

Bunias orientalis Brassicaceae Achau, ruderal roadside 200 48�049N, 16�239E VL, VB, [PZ]

B. orientalis Brassicaceae St. Maurice, ruderal roadside 600 46�129N, 7�009E VL, VB, [PZ]
Erinus alpinus Scrophulariaceae Alpstein Mountains, rock wall 1500–1900 47�159N, 9�209E [VL], VD, PC

Penstemon venustus Scrophulariaceae Southeast Wallowa Mountains,

open slopes

1350–2000 45�N, 117�W VL, VD, PI

Sanguisorba minor Rosaceae Zürich, common garden
experiment

500 47�229N, 8�319E VL, PI

Trifolium badium Fabaceae Northern Swiss Alps, alpine

grassland

2000–2200 46�509N, 8�E VL, VD

Note. All sites except for the Wallowa Mountains (northeast Oregon) and Achau (Austria) are located in Switzerland.
a VL ¼ differential vessel lumina; VD ¼ differential vessel density; VB ¼ zonal branching of vessel rays; PZ ¼ zonal lignification of paren-

chyma cells; PC ¼ complete lignification of parenchyma cells; PI ¼ zonal interruption of the completely lignified parenchyma. If an anatomical

pattern was present in only a fraction of the analyzed individuals of a species, its abbreviation is given in brackets.
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of each annual ring using the polygon tool of Image-Pro
Plus—reference mean ring width was calculated based on the
traced polygon area (hereafter termed ‘‘reference analysis’’);
and (iii) automated analysis with ROXAS (see below).

Automated Analysis

Overview. ROXAS has been developed in Microsoft Vi-
sual Basic as a shell program that controls two other in-
volved programs, Image-Pro Plus and MS Excel. Before
automated analysis, pixel-to-unit-length ratio is calibrated
for each image using the reference scale (copper wire). The
center of the cross section is set as the origin, or zero point.
After spatial calibration, automated image analysis, using
species-specific calibration sets that account for anatomical
differences between the species (see below), involves three
consecutive processes (fig. 3): (i) extraction of the vessels in

the secondary root xylem, (ii) detection of the innermost

vessels of each earlywood zone (earlywood border vessels

[EBVs]), and (iii) identification of the borders of the annual

rings. In addition, these ring identification processes yield a

set of further anatomical parameters that may be used for

analysis of functional root anatomy (table 3).
Image processing. In the first step of automated analysis,

the color image (fig. 3a, 3b) is converted to a gray-scale im-
age by weighting the different color channels according to
their importance for optimal image contrast. This facilitates
and accelerates image analysis without losing critical infor-
mation. The contrast of vessel structures is improved by local
contrast and edge enhancement filters (Media Cybernetics
2001; Russ 2002). Both filters also eliminate inhomogeneous
illumination and improve imperfect image focus. As a result,
a black-and-white image that represents a coarse preselection

Fig. 1 Examples of anatomical patterns in the root xylem of (a) Bunias orientalis, (b) Erinus alpinus, (c) Penstemon venustus, (d) Sanguisorba
minor, and (e) Trifolium badium, as viewed through a dissecting microscope. Lignified structures are stained with Phloroglucinol/HCl. The
markers along the xylem radii denote transitions from latewood of the previous growing period to earlywood of the following one. Scale

bars ¼ 500 mm.
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of xylem vessels (white objects) is obtained by intensity seg-
mentation.
Vessel extraction. The black-and-white image contains

many objects that are not true xylem vessels but lignified pa-
renchyma cells and image noise (these objects are termed
‘‘pseudovessels’’ hereafter). To discriminate true vessels from
pseudovessels, several morphometric parameters of the pre-
selected objects are measured (see first row of table 2). The
obtained parameter values are referenced to a species-specific
calibration data set and weighted according to their impor-
tance in calculating a vessel index, which gives the likelihood of
the extracted object’s being a true vessel. A species-independent
threshold of the vessel index is used to identify true vessels
(fig. 3c). True vessels are usually wider and less angular than
pseudovessels, and/or their ratio of major to minor axis is
closer to 1 than that of pseudovessels.
Identification of earlywood borders and annual rings.

Pattern recognition algorithms identify the innermost EBVs
of each annual ring within the specified sector (fig. 2a) on the
basis of the anatomical characteristics of each vessel’s local
neighborhood (fig. 2b; second row of table 2). The obtained
parameter values are referenced to a species-specific calibra-
tion data set and weighted according to their importance in
calculating an earlywood border index, which gives the likeli-
hood of the target vessel’s belonging to the earlywood border.
If the earlywood border index is above a species-specific
threshold, the vessel will be classified as an EBV (fig. 3d).

Following identification of EBVs, ring pattern–identifying al-
gorithms (fig. 2c; third row of table 2) connect EBVs belong-
ing to the same annual ring and thus form continuous
borders (fig. 2b, 2e). All the aforementioned algorithms pro-
duce rather coarse results that are subsequently improved by
correction algorithms.
Calculation of anatomical parameters. Number, width,

and area of annual rings in the secondary root xylem repre-
sent the core data output of ROXAS. In addition, data on
the area and position of each vessel enable calculation of fur-
ther anatomical measures. These include vessel density and
total and relative vessel area (table 3). All calculated parame-
ter values are automatically saved to an Excel worksheet for
further statistical analysis. In addition, the results of vessel
extraction and identification of annual rings are visually indi-
cated in the images of the root sections (fig. 3c–3e).
Species-specific calibration. Forb species, especially those

from different families, may be quite distinct in their anatom-
ical patterns (fig. 1; Dietz and Ullmann 1997; Dietz and
Schweingruber 2002). Not only the shape, size, and distribu-
tion patterns of vessels but also the scaling and the tangential
and radial variation of anatomical structures may vary con-
siderably between species (see ‘‘Results’’). Hence, species-
specific calibration is required for morphometric parameters
in vessel extraction, for local neighborhood and pattern rec-
ognition parameters in EBV detection, and for parameters
used in delineation of the earlywood borders (table 2). In

Fig. 2 Determination of ring width and area (a), pattern analysis for identification of earlywood border vessels (EBVs; b), and identification of

annual rings (c) by ROXAS, as illustrated for a Penstemon venustus root section. a, Within the analyzed sector of the secondary xylem (delimited
by the two black lines), the width of each annual ring is determined by subtracting the mean radius of the inner annual ring border (light blue)

from the mean radius of the outer annual ring border (dark blue). Ring area (green) is calculated by subtracting a circle area with radius equivalent

to the mean inner annual ring border (light blue) from a circle area with radius equivalent to the mean outer annual ring border (dark blue). b, In
automated analysis, pattern recognition algorithms are applied to the local neighborhood (green windows) of each vessel. EBVs (light red and
wide red target vessel) are identified by having narrower vessels in the inner (toward the root center) and similar sized vessels in the outer half of

their local neighborhood. In contrast, non-EBVs (e.g., narrow red target vessel) show a rather homogeneous, isotropic local neighborhood of

vessels. Annual ring borders (light blue) are identified by linearly connecting EBVs. c, Assignment of EBVs to the correct annual ring is achieved by

a tangentially moving watershed area (between the green curves) centered on a ring vector (solid blue curve) that is projected based on already
connected EBVs (see b). Only EBVs encountered within the moving watershed are assigned to the current annual ring border. Since the tangential

ring vector dynamically changes direction based on the last few assigned EBVs, all not yet assigned EBVs (red) will be correctly included. Scale

bar ¼ 500 mm.

Fig. 3 Process chart of herb-chronology using automated analysis (ROXAS). A sample anatomy (Penstemon venustus) is shown in large
magnification to visually illustrate the process. Digital images of root cross sections (a, b) are improved, and xylem vessels are extracted using

morphometric parameters (c). The innermost vessels of each annual ring (earlywood border vessels [EBVs]; d) are identified (see fig. 2b) and
connected to form annual rings (e). Parameters related to plant growth (such as ring width) and functional root anatomy (such as mean vessel

area) are automatically calculated and saved to an Excel worksheet. Scale bars ¼ 500 mm.
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total there are 60 different parameters that can be adjusted
to fine-tune automated analysis of annual rings for different
forb species, usually taking an experienced observer between
1 and 2 h per species.

Evaluation of the Test Data Set

Vessel extraction and ring identification. After species-
specific calibration, the analysis was run on six test indi-
viduals per species with unchanged settings. To evaluate the
proportion of correctly identified vessels for each cross sec-
tion (30 in total), a quadratic area that was positioned ran-
domly within the cross section and encompassed 100 vessels
indicated by ROXAS was analyzed. Correctly identified ves-
sels, missed vessels, and pseudovessels within this area were
determined. Vessels of subpixel size or doubtful vessels were
excluded from evaluation. Depending on the species, this
fraction ranged from 2% (Erinus alpinus) to 28% (Bunias ori-
entalis). Likewise, the annual ring borders identified by
ROXAS were classified as correct, missed, or pseudo–ring bor-
ders. Twenty-three out of ca. 209 true annual ring borders
that were not unambiguously discernible by eye because of un-
clear vessel patterns or were present only in small tangential
fractions of the analyzed sector were omitted from analysis.
Accuracy of ring measurements. The results of ring width

measurement by automated and manual analysis were com-
pared with those of the reference analysis. In cases where
a pseudo–ring border would have led to the omission of both
adjoining true rings, these rings were combined and analyzed
as one ring to minimize loss of data. A few incompletely
identified annual ring borders or annual ring borders that
were, in part, too close to each other were excluded from
analysis. When data omission or aggregation was necessary
(in 41 of 186 annual rings analyzed), the manual and refer-
ence data sets were modified accordingly, to maintain consis-
tency.
As a measure of the accuracy of automated and manual

ring width measurement, we used the deviation index D,
which is the percentage deviation from the reference values:

D ¼ ðR�XÞ
R

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
3 100;

where R is the ring width obtained from the reference data
set and X is the ring width obtained from either the auto-
mated or manual data set. Since D scores were not normally
distributed (see fig. 4), median values were used to compare
data from manual and automated analysis with those from
the reference analysis. The Wilcoxon test was used to assess
significance of differences between manual and automated
analysis (SAS Institute JMP, ver. 5.1).

Results

The three approaches to measuring annual ring width dif-
fered greatly in time efficiency. Irrespective of the species, au-
tomated analysis was completed on average in less than 40 s
per individual (species-specific calibration not included),
whereas manual and reference analysis took an experienced
observer more than 4 and 11 min per individual, respectively.

Vessel Extraction and Identification of Annual Rings

Across all species, a total of 2379 true vessels were present
within the 30 test areas in the root sections. Almost all true
vessels (2321, or 97.6%) were correctly extracted by
ROXAS, together with 679 pseudovessels. Bunias orientalis
was the only species with a noteworthy number of true ves-
sels missed by the extraction procedure (31, or 5%), mainly
because of limited resolution in the digital image. Whereas
true vessels were well extracted in almost all species, extrac-
tion of pseudovessels was mainly restricted to two species,
Erinus alpinus and Sanguisorba minor (table 4).
Of the 186 true annual rings present in all individuals to-

gether, 177 (95%) were identified by ROXAS (table 4). Nine
(5%) true annual rings were missed, and 17 rings were mis-
identified (pseudorings). In all species except E. alpinus (5
out of 39 annual rings missed), almost all true annual rings
were correctly identified.

Accuracy of Ring Width Measurements

Both manual and automated analyses produced ring width
measurements of reasonable accuracy, deviating between
2.1% and 5.3% from the reference analysis (fig. 4). In two
out of the five species (B. orientalis and Trifolium badium),
ring width measurements by automated analysis tended to be
more accurate than those obtained from manual analysis
(P ¼ 0:03 and 0.11, respectively). In the other species, there
were no differences between the two procedures (P � 0:33).
While most measurements deviated only a little from mea-
surements by the reference method (D � 10%), ca. 20% of
the measurements deviated quite strongly (D ¼ 10%� 32%)
for both methods (fig. 4). There was no significant correla-
tion in the degree of deviation between both methods (Pear-
son’s pairwise correlations, r ¼ 0:10, P ¼ 0:22), suggesting
that error sources differed between the methods. Whereas
large deviations (D � 10%) were evenly distributed in the
central, medium, and peripheral parts of the cross sections in
the manual analysis, large deviations were more abundant in

Table 2

Most Important Morphometric and Pattern Recognition
Parameters Used for Species-Specific Calibration

Process Parameters

Vessel extraction Object area, roundness, ratio of major to

minor axis of object

Identification of
EBVs (fig. 2b) Spatial extent of LN window, number of

neighboring vessels involved in pattern

analysis (only closest neighbors
considered), absolute vessel area,

relative vessel area (compared to

neighboring vessels), radial variation in

vessel area, percentage of area occupied
by vessel lumina within LN window

Identification of

annual rings Tangential ring watershed, tangential

ring vector (see fig. 2c for further
explanation)

Note. EBV ¼ earlywood border vessel; LN ¼ local neighborhood.
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the central and peripheral parts of the cross sections in auto-
mated analysis (Pearson’s x2 test, P < 0:003).

Parameters Produced by ROXAS

Here we focus on four main parameters from the set pro-
duced by ROXAS (see tables 3, 5): mean ring width, mean
vessel area, vessel density, and relative vessel area. There was
substantial anatomical variation in all these parameters be-
tween the study species (table 5). Mean vessel area ranged
from 57 mm2 (T. badium) to 483 mm2 (B. orientalis). Mean
ring width ranged from 128 mm (E. alpinus) to 880 mm
(B. orientalis). Conversely, vessel density was very low in
B. orientalis (55 vessels/mm2) and very high in E. alpinus
(768 vessels/mm2). The relative vessel area ranged from
2.2% (T. badium) to 9.5% (Penstemon venustus). All four
parameters also varied markedly within the study species, the
maximum value of each parameter being mostly two to six
times larger than the minimum value (compared to four to
14 times for the between-species variation).

Discussion

Our novel approach to measuring anatomical parameters
and calculating growth increments in the secondary root xylem
of perennial roots using an automated image analysis system
(ROXAS) yielded promising results and may represent a useful
method for obtaining relevant a posteriori data on plant
growth and functional root anatomy. Compared to manual
analysis, automated analysis has the advantage of being more
time efficient and producing objective, comparable results
while identifying and measuring annual rings with sufficient
accuracy. Furthermore, ROXAS produces a large set of ana-
tomical measures that were hitherto not easily accessible and
that extend the use of herb-chronology beyond plant ecology.
However, there are some constraints and shortcomings in

the current implementation of ROXAS. Xylem sectors that

are damaged during preparation or do not show coherent
annual ring patterns may lead to invalid results. Moreover,
success of automated analysis is more dependent on image
quality than manual analysis (Spiecker et al. 2000; Soille and
Misson 2001). As for manual analysis, tightly packed annual
rings cause problems for the ring identification process. In
addition, in species with lignified parenchyma cells of about
the same size as xylem vessels (e.g., Erinus alpinus and San-
guisorba minor), parenchyma cells are often insufficiently
discriminated from xylem vessels.

Analysis of Annual Growth Increments in the Roots

Almost all true vessels that are clearly visible in the digital
images are successfully extracted by ROXAS. Missed vessels
predominantly occur when vessels are very small in the digi-
tal image (as in Bunias orientalis) and/or when there is very
poor contrast between vessel walls and vessel lumen (the
most problematic vessels in this regard were excluded from
analysis, however). Narrow vessels and low contrast can also
lead to the identification of a large number of pseudovessels
in species where lignified parenchyma and vessel cells are of
a similar size (E. alpinus and S. minor). Although image pro-
cessing can remedy some image deficiencies, these sometimes
have an unfavorable effect on automated (and manual) anal-
ysis. Because ROXAS may extract a large number of pseudo-
vessels, some quality control by the user after automated
analysis is required. While pseudovessels usually do not im-
pede correct identification of annual rings (pseudovessels are
usually narrower than EBVs), they affect the values of other
anatomical parameters (see below).
The identification of annual rings by ROXAS is effective

in most cases. Failure occurs almost exclusively when

Fig. 4 Accuracy of manual and automated analysis of annual

ring width shown as the deviation index D, which represents
the percentage deviation from the respective reference value. Bo ¼
Bunias orientalis, Ea ¼ Erinus alpinus, Pv ¼ Penstemon venustus,
Sm ¼ Sanguisorba minor, Tb ¼ Trifolium badium. Asterisk denotes

P � 0:05.

Table 3

Most Important Anatomical Parameters Extracted
and Calculated by ROXAS

Parameter Description

Number of rings (NR) Number of annual rings

Xylem area (XA) Area of analyzed secondary xylem

within root cross section (fig. 2a)
Mean ring width (MRW) Mean width of an annual ring

(fig. 2a)
Number of vessels (NV) Number of vessels within root

cross section

Total vessel area (TVA) Total cross-sectional area of all

vessel lumina

Individual vessel area (VA) Transverse area of individual vessel
lumen

Mean vessel area (MVA) Mean area of all extracted vessels

Vessel density (VD) Number of vessels per xylem area

Relative vessel area (RVA) Percentage of area occupied by
vessel lumina

Note. The parameters are calculated for each annual ring (except

for NR) and for the entire secondary root xylem.
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pseudovessels are the same size as EBVs or when EBVs have
not been extracted at all (e.g., in E. alpinus). In such cases,
the wide pseudovessels interfere with the annual ring pattern
and sometimes cause annual rings to be missed. Furthermore,
the innermost and outermost annual rings are more often
missed by ROXAS than the central annual rings because of
an insufficient number of vessels in the local neighborhood
for pattern analysis. Missed annual rings can also occur in
zones where annual rings are tightly packed because of miss-
ing or scarce latewood between earlywood zones. Currently,
manually measuring missed annual rings and correcting the
data from automated analysis accordingly offers the best way
to counter this sort of problem. The main causes of pseudo-
rings are exceptionally wide earlywood zones consisting of
consecutive tangential zones of tightly and loosely packed ves-
sels (in some individuals of B. orientalis or S. minor). How-
ever, pseudorings are generally easily detected and can be
omitted without invalidating the data because they are just in-
terspersed between true annual rings (in all but one case in
our study).
In principle, ring width determination by ROXAS should

produce more accurate results than manual analysis because
the former first calculates the area of each annual ring and
only afterward computes the mean ring width, which is the
same approach as in the reference analysis. However, there
was only a marginal improvement of accuracy in the auto-
mated analysis. On the one hand, this is explained by incom-
plete identification of annual ring borders. In such cases,
ROXAS extrapolates to the outer limits of the specified sec-
tor. This extrapolation is a rough estimation, resulting in
strongly deviating ring width in a few cases. On the other

hand, imperfect identification of EBVs sometimes leads to an
oscillating annual ring border, with inaccurate ring width
determination as a result. Both types of problems occurred
more frequently in the innermost and outermost annual
rings, which explains the accumulation of strongly deviating
measurements in those regions. Still, in contrast to manual
analysis, the accuracy of automated analysis is not dependent
on the skills of individual researchers, provided that the same
parameter calibration sets are used.

Analysis of Functional Root Anatomy

While parameters related to growth (number of annual
rings, mean ring width, area of secondary xylem) may also
be obtained relatively easily by manual analysis (Dietz and
Fattorini 2002; Dietz et al. 2004; Dietz and von Arx 2005),
parameters related to functional root anatomy (e.g., number
of vessels, vessel area, and vessel density; table 3) are not di-
rectly accessible and require cumbersome manual measuring.
The size of xylem vessels is subject to a trade-off between

maximizing conductivity and maintaining the integrity of the
water column (Hacke and Sperry 2001) because, within
a plant, wide, well-conducting vessels are often more suscep-
tible to drought- or freezing-induced cavitations (Lovisolo
and Schubert 1998; Davis et al. 1999; Hacke and Sperry
2001; McElrone et al. 2003). Plants usually control the risk
of vessel cavitations by adapting the number and size of their
vessels. Adaptation of vessel size can be observed within
(temporarily fluctuating growth conditions, different
habitats) and between species (Arnold and Mauseth 1999;
Gorsuch et al. 2001). The size distribution of vessel

Table 5

Mean Vessel Area (MVA), Mean Ring Width (MRW), Vessel Density (VD), and Relative Vessel Area (RVA)
as Produced by Automated Analysis

Parameter

Bunias
orientalis

Erinus
alpinus

Penstemon
venustus

Sanguisorba
minor

Trifolium
badium

MVA (mm2) 483 6 100 74 6 8 304 6 79 189 6 53 57 6 13

MRW (mm) 880 6 254 128 6 30 258 6 57 872 6 513 239 6 88

VD (vessels/mm2) 55 6 38 768 6 213 307 6 55 454 6 273 389 6 200
RVA (%) 2.68 6 1.66 5.69 6 1.81 9.52 6 3.49 7.60 6 2.53 2.21 6 1.42

Note. The values shown are means of six plants per species 6 1 SD.

Table 4

Accuracy of Vessel Extraction and Identification of Annual Ring Borders by Automated Analysis

Bunias
orientalis

Erinus
alpinus

Penstemon
venustus

Sanguisorba
minor

Trifolium
badium Total

Vessel extraction:

No. true vessels 627 331 563 272 586 2379

No. correctly identified vessels 596 321 555 268 581 2321
No. missed vessels 31 10 8 4 5 58

No. pseudovessels 4 279 45 332 19 679

Identification of annual rings:
No. true annual rings 31 39 80 18 18 186

No. correctly identified annual rings 31 34 77 17 18 177

No. missed annual rings 0 5 3 1 0 9

No. pseudorings 7 1 2 4 3 17
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populations within a plant is also a crucial characteristic,
since it determines how many vessels remain functional after
losing a certain amount of conducting capacity (Mauseth and
Stevenson 2004; Stevenson and Mauseth 2004).
Our study species exhibited large variation in parameters

related to both growth and functional root anatomy that
may be specific to a given species or environment. Measures
of individual and relative vessel area and vessel density ob-
tained by ROXAS are consistent in their data range with re-
sults from other studies (Arnold and Mauseth 1999; Davis
et al. 1999; Gorsuch et al. 2001; Solla and Gil 2002; Lens
et al. 2004; Stevenson and Mauseth 2004). Whereas all these
studies used only vessel diameter, deduced vessel area from
a few vessel diameters, or included only a subset of all ves-
sels, with our automated approach we were able to quantita-
tively measure all vessels within the secondary root xylem.
The accuracy of the obtained values is affected only by the
quality of vessel extraction. In species that produce a signifi-
cant number of pseudovessels, these may have an effect on
total and relative vessel area. However, this effect is usually
minor, except for the few species where pseudovessels are of
the same size as EBVs (e.g., E. alpinus but not S. minor).

Additional Approaches Using Automated
Herb-Chronological Analysis

A better understanding of the significance of concerted ef-
fects of variation in distinct characteristics, such as plant
growth and functional anatomy, on the basis of automated
herb-chronology meets the need for a broad integrative ap-
proach in plant ecology (Novoplansky 2002). Such a broad
approach may address responses in plant growth and de-
velopment at different levels of resolution. Mean parameter
values of species may allow interspecific comparisons of gen-
eral adaptive strategies, whereas year- and site-specific data
within species give insight into individual life histories and
plastic responses to environmental fluctuations. For example,
forbs growing at higher latitudes or altitudes may form
rather narrow annual rings (table 5) because of more restric-
tive growth conditions and, to prevent freezing-induced cavi-
tation, a comparatively high proportion of narrow vessels
(Lens et al. 2004). In a particularly wet year, a species grow-
ing in a dry habitat may develop relatively wide annual rings

(Dietz and von Arx 2005) and wider vessels but lower vessel
density and smaller relative vessel area, which would im-
prove water transport efficiency, because allocation to water
transport structures is less crucial under such atypical condi-
tions (Solla and Gil 2002; Stevenson and Mauseth 2004).
Fluctuations in annual ring characteristics may also help to
identify and evaluate switches in phenological stages of es-
tablished plants. For example, reproductive effort during
flowering years may have a discernible effect on the radial
growth of annual rings or vessel-related characteristics com-
pared to years when plants do not flower. In this case, ques-
tions about changes in the life history of species, for instance,
upon introduction into a new area, may be tackled (Müller-
Schärer et al. 2004).

Further Development of ROXAS

Suboptimal performance of ROXAS (and other pattern
analysis systems) results from the fact that when dealing with
natural phenomena it is impossible to account for all pecu-
liarities that may occur in the patterns (Conner et al. 2000).
Although there is still potential to further improve the algo-
rithms of image processing, vessel extraction, and pattern
recognition in ROXAS, it will be more efficient to focus on
implementation of tools that allow the analyst to actively
adapt and correct the results of automated image analysis in
an advanced future version of ROXAS (see Conner et al.
2000). Information on future developments of the system
and availability for researchers will be published on the herb-
chronology web pages (Dietz and von Arx 2004).
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